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FRIENDS: It has been an exciting year for Appleby Foundation. After last spring’s New York City SoHo
Salon Talk and the City Center Studio previews, summer found us in our annual residence upstate. A
dance highlight was the Mountain Lake PBS-TV “Spotlight,” directed by Paul Larson about one of my
environmentally themed ballets, “Adirondack Elemental,” filmed in July at the Lake Placid Center for
the Arts. New grants supporting Tahawus programs enabled the launch of a day of communitybuilding workshops, and a special evening at the movie theater with film director Margaret Horn and
the new documentary “Mohawk Ironworkers,” - to a packed house!
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FALL CLASSES IN SOHO
With weekday instruction for busy teens underway in
RKB’s downtown NYC Studio, the dance program
provides productive classes where students advance
through the fundamentals of classical ballet to
develop the language to communicate – that is, to
perform. We combine ideas with the hearts, minds,
and bodies of the dancers. Whether creating
choreography for professionals or providing dance
instruction to students, we see daily how this
synthesis affects the whole being and increases our
connectivity.

Paul Larson, Director, interviewed Rebecca and the
dancers for a MountainLake PBS-TV “Spotlight” on her
ballet Adirondack Elemental which aired this fall. The
theme was the environment. This year’s ballets included
Apayana (2011), which means “flight” in Sanskrit and
takes climate change as its springboard, in which the
monarch butterflies are the messengers. The environment
has been a recurring theme in 11 ballets in RKB’s
repertory since the first one, Tear of the Clouds in 1989,
which considered the unintended effects of acid rain.

The Mountain Lake PBS website wrote “Choreographer
Rebecca Kelly brings her New York City dancers to Lake Placid
every summer, often to present Adirondack audiences with a
ballet inspired by the natural beauty of the region. Kelly,
however, says her dances come with a warning. She reminds
us that scientists say we could lose our natural wonders, so
we should do what we can to preserve them. The dances of
Adirondack Elemental Suite include “Waters,” “Earth” and
“Snow.” Paul Larson’s Spotlight segment accompanied by
photographs explores how the Adirondack environment
affects the dancers, as they view natural parts of New York
State they have never seen before.”
To watch, visit the Environment Page on RKB’s website.

Nile and Giorgia in“Earth” from Adirondack Elemental
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DANCE
improves
many skills
as students
are guided
to learn
how they
each learn.

The rigor of the art form requires courage and
persistence, and dealing with constant feedback as
they aspire toward their goals. RK

“FORM AND ENERGY”
A site-specific multi
- media Happening
took place in the
Gallery @ Lake
Placid on August
14. The pairing of
Rebecca’s
choreography with
Washington D.C. based
painters,
Betsy Stewart and
Richard Dana, set to
music by Ashraf
Fouad of Cairo University, Egypt, resulted in a
performance by OnStage students, Elodie Linck
and Morgan Broderick, who danced among and
around the guests and artworks, at the gallery
exhibit.
Artist Betsy Stewart, with Morgan and Elodie
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TAHAWUS PRESENTS ITS 3RD AU SABLE FORKS FILM
SERIES “a record breaking night….” writes Antonio Olivero, reporting on the
event for the Lake Placid News. A full crowd packed into Tahawus’ next door
neighbor Hollywood Theater, to see episodes from the new documentary series,
Mohawk Ironworkers curated by Margaret Horn, one of the series directors, a
member of Tahawus Steering Committee, and herself a Mohawk from Kahnawake,
Bear Clan.
Other ASF films of the series presented this summer were Suffragettes, Paterson, and
Fences. In all its art, music, dance, and educations events, Tahawus looks forward to
continuing to explore what intrigues the neighborhood.

North Country Ballet Ensemble rehearses Rebecca’s “Snow Variation”
for its annual performances in Plattsburgh and Lake Placid

WHAT’S NEW AT TAHAWUS?
COMMUNITY BUILDING WORKSHOPS
Tahawus' community-wide Day of Inquiry,
in collaboration with experts and guest
speakers, provided a full day of learning
activities for men and women with a focus
on three areas: early childhood and
parenting; risk-taking and decisionmaking; women’s rights and leadership,
and including a Worry Workshop.

DANCE IS HAPPENING IN AU SABLE FORKS!
Rehearsals for the Nutcracker Ballet began in Au Sable
Forks in October and continue weekends through the fall.
NCBE engages some 50 families from all over the region.
Au Sable Forks is midway between Plattsburgh and Lake
Placid, 20 minutes from Keene and Peru, about 15 minutes
from Jay and Wilmington, making this town suddenly
central to DANCE!
Most wouldn’t think of Au Sable Forks as a "dance town."
But you'd be surprised! Ever since Tahawus opened the
doors to the beautiful Cloudsplitter Dance Studio on its
third floor, a range of dance healthy and beautiful activities
have been springing up for every age.
Adult pairs have twirled and jived in swing dance, a group
rehearsed English Country Dance choreography for an
original musical production; some have tried ballet barre or
a community yoga class.
Young children have taken their first dance steps in Kids CoMotion’s creative movement classes;
some 30 campers from the
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learned a hip hop dance,
performed it in a talent
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show and won!
by using a credit card

VERY SPECIAL THANKS to the Generous Acts Fund of the
Adirondack Foundation, not only for support of Tahawus’
second Day of Inquiry with its focus on families, but also for
honoring Craig Brashear and Rebecca Kelly as “Philanthropic
Heroes” at their summer meeting, in recognition for the impact
Tahawus and Rebecca Kelly Ballet have had on the North
Country community.

RENAISSANCE ON MAIN STREET
The completion of the replacement of the
9N bridge, damaged in 2011 by Tropical
Storm Irene, made for a thoroughly exciting
summer. With the return of normal traffic,
fresh sidewalks, attractive lights adorning
the new bridge, and a soon-to-be restored
waterfront, 2018 is set to mark a Renaissance on Main Street.
This 2-year construction endeavor started in 2016 by the Luck
Bros. construction firm, and took place right on (and under!) the
doorstep of Tahawus. Meanwhile, Tahawus continues to make
its own crucial upgrades on its 2nd and 3rd floors thanks to
support from the Cloudsplitter Foundation, some generous
donors, and the able work of Cliff’s Electric and ANCO Heating.

And in recent years,
earnest and aspiring young
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dance students have come
579 Broadway, 4B
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Cloudsplitter for classes
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and for private instruction.
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THANK YOU

Casella Waste Systems, Cloudsplitter Foundation, Generous Act Fund for the Adirondack Foundation, Essex County Arts Council CAP
Grant supported by public funds from Essex County, and the Town Supervisors, the Decentralization Program, a re-grant program of the NY State Council on
the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the NY State Legislature, administered by the Adirondack Lakes Center for the Arts, Lake Placid
Education Foundation, Lisa Keegan Photography, Newton Family Foundation, Placid Productions, Puffin Foundation, Stewarts Shops, the generous
individuals who participated our crowdfunding projects, and the visionary individuals who have pledged support for our work ahead.

